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It's Macy's Friends and Family. Get ready for the holidays with an extra 30% off
brands that rarely go on sale with your coupon or Macy's card. And take 15% off
fragrance, skincare, makeup, and more great beauty gift ideas. Or shop specials
they'll love while supplies last, now at Macy's. Plus Macy's Star Rewards members
earn on every purchase except gift card services and fees. Savings off regular
sale and clearance prices, exclusions apply. Find something so you at Macy's
Friends and Family.
A big head, a big head doctor at Macy's who takes care of his RTL responses.
Mrs. Rosaline Bachelot.
A big historic head that will take advantage of being in the region to light the
church of Philippe Bouvard.
Isabelle Bergault.
A big head that is more worn on the riyettes than on the shoyades.
Stéphane Boulin.
Bravo!
A big head, very happy to be in Sarafel since it proves that he didn't miss
his train to Marseille. Titoff.
A big head that has already made the whole Azure Cup laugh with his show.
And yet, the retreats are not easy to handle.
Jeremy Ferraris.
And a big head.
A big head that can sometimes shake the ears as long as the mistral...
Sebastian Toew.
It's your first time in Sarafel, Mr. Toew.
Yes, but I remind you that I am in some kind of a local since I have a property
owned by the channel Plus and RTL, in Saint-Maximal, in Saint-Bôme.
So you are the real regional of the state.
Ah, I love the VAR, the VAR, the Dubai VAR, the Cape Dag, the VAR.
And here it's good because people are nice, we don't know.
But people are nice.
It's not that we don't know.
It's a bit...
And how do we call the inhabitants of Sarafel, Isabelle?
Wait, we're not there, Laurent, because Isabelle just made me say a word.
Isabelle makes me say a word because she has confidence in me.
She asks me, are we in Sarafel or in Saint-Nazaire?
So we're not... how do people in Sarafel call people?
We're to know where she is.
It's just next to her.
It's not the same mother.
She put me in Saint-Nazaire.
It didn't mean that we were in Sarafel.
But no, because I asked you if it was the kind of people who live in Saint-Nazaire,
you said the Nazis.
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But it's true.
So we're in Sarafel, so imagine that we're called the Sarapalians.
Yes.
No.
Wait, I'll do it.
The Sarapalians?
No.
We don't call them that.
The Sarapalians?
The Sarapalians, yes, the Sarapalians.
Mr. Tito, how long have you been in Marseille to come here?
I've been here for 1 hour and 40 minutes.
Yes.
On the way, I was looking for my girlfriend, I came with Roselyne.
So we're on the radio, but for those who are in the room,
there are no partners.
We don't work for the TV.
Roselyne is dressed in green.
She's very beautiful, my tailor.
Oh yes.
She's very good when she's a tailor.
It's the same?
No, no, no.
We're not talking about...
But it's the same tailor that she wore when Macron was re-elected, by the way.
Absolutely, I wore this tailor.
It's the ceremony of the Sarapalians.
It's to say if it suits me.
It's to say if it suits me.
But I'm telling you, for you, Stevie,
that the Queen of England, during her last appearance
at Buckingham's balcony, had...
Not in the Covid-19 discourse.
She was dressed in green on Covid-19.
The color of her dress.
I don't know where it goes.
I think they buried her in green.
She didn't talk about my Queen.
At least she ate her green dress.
There's a first quote.
You wanted it for Agnès Lejeune,
who lives in Foudrin, it's in Lennes.
Who said, and I obviously chose this quote
because we're only friends here.
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You got it.
Who said, between two friends,
there is only one who is the friend of the other.
No.
Is it alive?
No, it's someone who is dead.
Jean-Alouille, no.
Pierre-Dac, no.
Francis Blanche.
You see, if you had a bit of a review
and prepared this show,
you would know that it's the man of the Saraphalians.
Louis de Funes.
There's a museum.
No, it's a miracle that the museum is here.
It's a celebrity born in Saraphalia.
It's a celebrity born in Saraphalia.
And it's Alfonso Scar.
And it's Alfonso Scar.
Good answer.
Come on.
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